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 @bib:hwang2016vision and .@bib:hong2016music, with an integrated video and audio for the visual output. The Aeon audio visualization is based on a 3D time-varying topological surface of five scalar fields, two-valued and time-varying, spanning all possible values. These are three , two-way, cosinusoidal, color-encoded visual displays, each offering two options to the user to form a perceptual
continuum. The scalar fields are scaled by a three-dimensional gradient scale with [@bib:gardiner2007gradient], displayed on a virtual, cylindrical head model for a .@bib:clark2005brain visualization. This enables us to bring out the psychophysiological relevance of all the Aeon visual features in a 3D, immersive audio visualization. The Aeon visualization can show static or dynamic image contents,

as well as oscillating images in time. Furthermore, it can mix audio, spatial and visual contents. In addition, the Aeon visualization contains eight additional audio layers, including: a , , , and an . The combination of all these audio layers creates an experiential and emotionally immersive visualization of music. The implementation of the Aeon visualization is based on the work of . The auditory
experience is generated by an audio visualization server, serving up to eight concurrent audio content streams. The visualization system is based on [@bib:vivaldi2014two], but the visualization is based on the visualization toolkit [@bib:vivaldi2013introducing]. This approach enables us to combine the benefits of both visualizations and create a .@bib:astikopoulos2015visualization visualization. The

paper is organized as follows. Section \[sec:background\] provides a .@bib:hong2016music and .@bib:hwang2016vision review of visualizations of music. Section \[sec:aeon\] presents the audio-visualization system. Section \[sec:results\] presents the evaluation study. Section \[sec:conclusion\] concludes. Visualizations of Music {#sec:background} =======================
.@bib:hong2016music and .@bib:hwang2016vision review the need for a .@bib 82157476af
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